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1. Introduction. One of the famous congruences of the unrestricted partition

function p(n) due to Ramanujan [4], [5] is

(1) p(ln+5) = 0   (mod 7).

Others of a similar character but involving powers of 7 are also known. But there is

not much of a variety in the type of congruences that we come across for the

modulus 7. The author is not aware, for example, of any congruence relation for

p(ri) of the type

(2) r(«) = 0   (mod 7)

for "almost all" values of«, or of the type

(3) t(7« + z) = 0   (mod 7)

for all values of«, if i is a quadratic nonresidue of 7, [4], where t(«) is Ramanujan's

function defined by

[oo "124 co

na-*n)   =2t(")*"-
n=l J n=l

Nor does he know of any congruence relation between p(n) and some simple

arithmetical functions analogous to

(5) r(ri) = no3(n)   (mod 7),

also due to Ramanujan [9].

This paper deals with partition functions of a restricted nature for which a

variety of congruences including those of the above types exist. It is obviously

necessary to explain the nature of the above restrictions on the partitioning of

numbers. We merely impose the condition that no number of the forms an or

an ± r, where a and r are specified numbers, shall be a part (necessarily positive

integral) of the relevant partitions. In other words, in order to determine the value

of rP(n), the partition function restricted in this way, one should count all the

unrestricted partitions of n excepting those which contain a number of any of the

above forms as a part. We shall assume ,p(n) and p(n) to be unity when «=0, and
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vanishing when n is negative. In this paper we shall deal mainly with the seven

partition functions corresponding to a= 147 and r = l, 14, 28, 35, 49, 56 and 70.

The restricted partition function 3|/z(«) has a somewhat simpler interpretation.

It is easily seen that this function requires the count of all the unrestricted partitions

of n excepting those which contain ß or any multiple thereof as a part.' We have

considered it desirable to use the simpler notation

(6) ep(n) = sop(n) = >(«),

in this case, in order to emphasize the simpler interpretation.

The restricted partition functions ?p(n) are not new in number theory literature.

These functions appear in the arithmetical interpretations of the Rogers-Ramanujan

identities [4], [5] and in their combinatorial generalization due to Gordon [3], [1].

His theorem which gives another interpretation to these partition functions is of

interest in this connection. He shows that 2d + }p(n), where 1 StSd, is equal to the

number of partitions of the form «=«,.4-\-nk, where «¡^«i+1, «i^«i+d-i+2,

and nfc_t+i^2.

2. The principal results. We are now in a position to state our main results

which are listed below.

Theorem 1. For almost all values ofn

i9p(n) = 0   (mod 7),

14o>(«) = -i«p(«-7)   (mod 7),

nip(n)= -"?/>(« -14)   (mod 7),

^(n) = nipin-T)   (mod 7).

Theorem 2. For all values ofn ä0,

49/z(7« + 5) = 0   (mod 7),

and more generally with 0 S p S 10

1*Jf(7« + 5) = 0   (mod 7).

Theorem 3. The following congruences modulo 7 hold for all values o/n^0.

1^(7«+4) + 1H/z(7«-3) = ->(7«+2),

1|¡/z(7«4-l) + 14?M7«-13) = >(7«),

1^yz(7« + 3)-1!IM7«-4) = -iap(7n + 6);

1VoP(ln + 6) + i2%p(ln-l) = -2-X7«+4),

1!6>(7« + 2) + 14?/z(7«-12) = 2->(7«+l),

14!p(7«)- 'ilpdn -1) = -2-«/z(7« + 3);

142p(7« + 3) + 1l¡/z(7«-4) = 3->(7«+l),

1ü/z(7« + 4) + 1X7«-10) = -3->(7« + 3),

14I/z(7« + l)-1ÍI/z(7«-6) = 3-49p(7«+4).
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Theorem 4. The following congruences modulo 7 hold for all values ofn^O.

1!Jo>(49« + 49)-1to>(7« + 7) = - ^^(49« + 42) + WpCJit),

1t¡/>(49«+48)-1|6>(7« + 6) = -14?/z(49« + 34) + 1>(7«-8),

1|¡p(49«+44)-1|¡p(7« + 2) = 1ÍI/z(49« + 37)-1ÍM7«-5).

3. Notations and conventions.   We shall use m to denote an integer, positive,

zero or negative, but n is reserved to denote a nonnegative integer only.

We define ur by the expression,

CO 00

(7) «r =   2  n'"»*"-   2   PWXU>
n=0 n=0

where an is defined by the well-known "pentagonal number" theorem of Euler,

CO +00 CO

(8) f(x) = P] (l-xn) = 2 (-l)mxmi3m + 1)'2 = 2 anxn,
n=l - oo n=0

and p(ri) is the number of unrestricted partitions of « given by the expansion,

(9) [/m]-1 = [ n ü-*n)ll - 2 /<»)*"■
_ n=l J n = 0

When n=r=0,nr isto be interpreted as unity so that

oo co

(10) "o=2 ««*"• 2 PWxn = L
n=0 n=0

We shall use v to denote the pentagonal numbers,

(11) v = \m(3m+l),       m = 0, ±1, ±2,...,

and with each v there corresponds an "associated" sign, viz., (—l)m. We shall

come across sums of the type 2v [ + V(v)], where it is understood that the sign to be

prefixed is the associated one, which would thus be (a) negative if y is 1, 2, 12, 15,

35,..., that is, when it is of the form (2w+l)(3z«+l), and (b) positive if it is

0, 5, 7, 22, 26,..., that is, when it is of the form m(6m +1). It is clear that with the

above summation notation,

(12) ur = 2( + vrxv)lf(x),
V

(13) 2( + xv)lf(x)=l-
v

We shall require the functions Ut, i=0, 1, 2 and 5 which are defined in terms of

m/s, r=0, 1, 2 and 3, as

/70 = 2u3 — 2u2— ux + u0,

Ux = 2u3 — w,,
(14)

U2 =   u3+ u2-2ui,

U5 = 2m3+ m2-3«i.
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We also need certain polynomials Pt(v) in v, i=0, 1, 2 and 5 which can be

obtained by replacing [/, by Pi{v), and ur by vr in the above relations (14), so that

P0(v) = 2zz3-2t)2- v+l,

Pi(v) = 2zz3 - v,
(15) V '

P2(v) =   v3+ v2-2v,

Pb(v) = 2v3+ v2-3v.

4. Some lemmas. Remembering that the pentagonal numbers fall only in the

residue classes z'=0, 1, 2 and 5 modulo 7, the truth of the following lemma can be

easily verified.

Lemma 1.

Pt(v) = 1    (mod 7),    if v = i   (mod 7)

= 0   (mod 7),   ifv$i   (mod 7).

If we replace the wr's appearing in the expressions (14) for í/¡ by

2( + fr*"Wto>
V

which is justified according to (12) we obtain,

(16) Ut = 2 [if^TOi
V

and then Lemma 1 leads to Lemma 2 given below.

Lemma 2.

Ut m 2 (*x")lf(x)   (mod 7),
*■•

//ze summation being extended over all pentagonal numbers v = i (mod 7).

The truth of the following lemma can be verified without much difficulty by

writing 7«i+y' withy'=0, 2; —1, 3; 1; —2, —3; respectively in place of m in the

expression \m(3m+ 1) for the pentagonal numbers, and in (—l)m its associated

sign. It may be remembered (when y is negative, say —y") that the same set of

numbers is represented by \(lm—j')(2lm — 3j'+l) and %(lm+j')i2lm + 3j' —I).

Lemma 3. With respect to the modulus 1 the pentagonal numbers v fall in the four

residue classes i=0, 1, 2 and 5; the solutions of v = i (mod 7) and the corresponding

associated signs are as given below.

i solutions (1st set) :      sign solutions (2nd set) :     sign

0 i(147m2 + 7«z) (-l)m i(147«z24-91/zt) + 7 (-If

1 i(147m2 + 35«z)+l (-l)m + 1 i(147«i2+133m)-t-15 (-l)m + 1

2 i(147«z2 + 49m) + 2 (-l)m+1                        - -

5        i(147«z2 + 77«z) + 5      (-l)m i(147«z24-119«z)+12     (-l)n + 1
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The identities given in the next lemma are simple applications of a special case

of a famous identity of Jacobi [5, p. 283], viz.,

km2 + Im(17)        fi K1 -x2kn + k-')(l -x2kn + k + l)(l -x2kn + 2k)] = 2 (- l)m*
n = 0 -oo

In establishing this lemma k and / are given values which are in conformity with the

quadratic expressions in «j given in Lemma 3. As an illustration we have the

initial steps for J_v = x ( + xv) as

+ 00 + CO

V   (;Tvt>\  _   V   C_ iyn + lv.(147ma + 35m)/2 + l   i     'V   /      1 \m + l„U47m2 + 133m)/2 + 15

V= 1 — 00 — 00

(18)
+ 00 +00

_   _„ V   /_ J\m_;c(147m2 + 35m)/2__;c15  V   C _ J yn^lilm2 + 133m)/2

— CO — 00

Lemma 4. Writing v = i simply for v=i (mod 7)

2 ( + *")= fl [(l-x147n+70)(l-;c147',+77)(l-x147'l + 147)]
«HO 71=0

co

+ *7I I [(l-x147n + 28)(l-;t147n + 119)(l-;c147n + 147)],

n = 0

oo

2 ( + xv) = -*n [(l-*147n + 56)(l-*147n + 91)(l-*147n + 147)]

u=l n-0

CO

-x15 11 [(l-;c147n+7)(l-x147" + 14°)(l-x147"+147)],
n = 0

00

2 (+xv) = -x2 Y[ (i-xi9n+ia),
v=2 n=0

CO

2 ( + *") = xB 11 [(l-x147 + 35)(l-;c147n + 112)(l-.x:147n + 147)]
V = 5 71=0

00

-x12H [(l-x147n + 14)(l-x147n + 133)(l-;c147n + 147)].

n = 0

The next lemma is derived from Lemma 2 after the substitution in it of the

product expressions for J,v = i ( + x") as given in Lemma 4. The following fact is to be

used in addition.

CO

Yl [(i-xi47n+rxi-^147n+147"r)(i-^l47n+l47)]//w

n = 0

n [(i - xi47n+r)(i - xi47n+147 - r)(i - *i47n+147)]

(19) = S=2_
[(I-xXl-x^l-x*)---]

2 li7rP(n)x\
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Lemma 5. With respect to the modulus 7,

OO CO

U0 = 2 1?oP(n)xn+ 2 xíkp(n-l)x\
n=0 n=0

ut m - 2 nip(n-l)xn- 2 14?F(«-15)x",
n=0 n=0

i/2 = - 2 49F(«-2)x",
n = 0

U6 = 2 14¡F(«-5)x"- 2 xílF("-12)xn.
n=0 n=0

We require another set of congruences which are derivable from the following

identities.

(20) /z(«-1)+2/z(«-2)-5/z(«-5)-7/z(h-7)+ • • • = o{n);

(21) F(«-l) + 22/z(«-2)-52/z(«-5)-72/z(«-7)+ • • •

= -M5o3(n)-(m-l)cj(n)];

(22) Pi"~l) + 23p{"~2}~53p{n~5)~Tp{n-7) + • • •

= yirt7-75(«)-10(15«- l)(73(«) + (360n2-36«-r- l)a(«)].

Here, ak(n), as usual, stands for the sum of the kth powers of the divisors of «.

The first identity (20) is a classical one due to Catalan [2, p. 290], and the second

one is due to Glaisher [2, p. 312]. The third one has been proved by the author [6],

where the other two are also proved. These three identities can be rewritten

according to our present notation as,

(23) 2 [ + VP("-D)] = -CT(")>
V

(24) 12 2 [+ v2p{n-v)] = 5a3(«)-(18«- l)a(«),
V

(25) 192 2 [ + v3p(n - v)) = - 7a5(n) +10(15« - l)a3(«) - (360«2 - 36« 4- l)a(«).

Now from (12) we have

OO

ur = 2 ( + F/x")//(x) = 2 ( + vrx°)- 2 P(n)xn
v V n = 0

(26)

= 2Ílt[ + vrp(n-v)])x\       r>0.
71=1     k.    1) J

It is now easy to establish the validity of the following lemma from the above

four relations (23), (24), (25) and (26).
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Lemma 6.
00

"i = - 2 °(n)xn,
n = l

00

u2= y [a3(K) +(2«+ 3M«)]xn   (mod 7),
n=l

CO

m3 = 2 K« -1 )°a(n) - (n2 + 2« - 2)o(n)]xn   (mod 7).
n=l

The following lemma can be easily obtained by the application of Lemma 6 to

the expressions (14) for [/¡'s in terms of m/s.

Lemma 7.
00

U0 - 1 = 2 P" + 3 W«) - (2«2+« +1 )o(n)]xn   (mod 7),
n=l

co

i/j s 2 [(2«-2)(T3(«)-(2«3-3«-l-2)a(«)]x'1   (mod 7),
n=l

CO

i/2 = 2 [«•a3(«)-«2-<7(«)]xn   (mod 7),
n=l

00

C/5 = 2 [(2n-l)a3(n)-(2n2+2«-3)a(«)]x"   (mod 7).
n=l

Another useful lemma is given below. The first congruence belonging to it is

already known [8], [7], and the second one is easily established from first principles.

Lemma 8. cr3(7«+/)=0 (mod 7), if j is a quadratic nonresidue ofil; i.e. ifj=3, 5

or 6.

°k(ln) = ok(ri)   (mod 7),       k > 0.

5. Proof of the theorems. By comparing the coefficients of like powers of x in

the two (right-hand) expressions for £/, modulo 7 given in Lemmas 5 and 7 we

obtain the following congruences for n > 0.

(27) 147,/z(«)      + 147,/z(« - 7)   = (2n + 3)<r3(«) - (2«2+« + l)o(n)   (mod 7),

(28) - i-ílpín -1) - 14?/z(n -15) = (2« - 2)a3(«) - (2n2 - 3«+2)a(«)   (mod 7),

(29) - i9p(n-2) =n-o3(n)-n2o(n)   (mod 7),

(30) xUp(n - 5) - 14ïp(« -12) = (2n - l)a3(n) - (2«2 + 2« - 3)<r(«)   (mod 7).

These are our basic relations from which our final conclusions are drawn.

Remembering the well-known congruence [10], [4, p. 167]

(31) os(n) = 0   (mod A;)   for almost all values of n
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for arbitrarily fixed k and odd s, it is a straightforward matter to deduce Theorem 1.

In relation (31) and in Theorem 1 "for almost all values of «" means that the

number of integers « S A for which the specified congruence does not hold is o(N).

The first relation of Theorem 2 is obtained immediately by writing 7«-1-7 for n

in (29). The general result enunciated in this theorem actually emanates from the

first part, and the process of derivation has two stages. In the first one Ramanujan's

congruence (1) is derived from the first relation and then this derived relation is

used in the second stage to establish the general proposition. It easily follows from

(19), (17) and (9) that 14^/z(«) can be expressed in the (really finite) form,

(32) 14>(")=F(»)+ 2 <n')p(n-ln')
71'= 1

where e(n') = 0 or ±1. For the special case corresponding to p=l we have the

fully specified expression,

(33) i9p(n) = Jt[+p(n-49v)].
V

Keeping in mind the first relation of Theorem 2, viz.,

(34) 49/z(7«+5) = 0   (mod 7),

Ramanujan's congruence (1) is seen to be valid by putting successively n = 5, 12, 19,

26,... in (33). And to derive the general proposition we merely write 7« + 5 for «

in (32) and make use of Ramanujan's congruence.

The two remaining results, Theorem 3 and Theorem 4, are not so simple. In

Theorem 4 we are still concerned with relations between two differently restricted

partition functions as in Theorem 1, but there are as many as four terms in the

congruence relations. In the other there is no doubt a smaller number of terms, but

there are as many as three differently restricted partition functions.

To establish Theorem 3 we first eliminate o(n) between the three pairs of relations

obtained by coupling (29) respectively with (27), (28) and (30), and then in order to

eliminate the term involving <r3(«) either (a) replace n by 7« + z, /being so chosen as

to make the coefficient of <j3(«) divisible by 7, or (b) replace « by 7«4-y" where y is a

quadratic nonresidue of 7, so as to make it divisible by 7 according to the first part

of Lemma 8. As an illustration we shall establish the relations involving the

functions

WM,       'ilpin)   and   >(«).

Eliminating cr(«) between (29) and (30) we have for « > 0,

«2[1^("-5)-1ÍIK«-12)] + (2«2+2«-3)-X«-2)

= -3n(n-l)a3(ri)   (mod 7).

Now to derive the third relation of the theorem we replace « by 7«-l-z with z'=8

(z'=7 leads to the first relation of Theorem 2). Again if we replace « by 7n-|-y with
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7 = 5 and 6 we get respectively the sixth and the last relation of the theorem (j= 10

leads to a result which is a trivial deduction from Theorem 2).

Theorem 4 requires the help of the second congruence of Lemma 8. We shall

indicate the method followed by establishing the last congruence of the theorem.

Writing 7« in place of« in (30) and making use of the lemma, we have,

(36) 14¡/z(7«-5)-14I/z(7«-12)= - a3(«) + 3a(«)   (mod 7).

Subtracting (30) from (36) we have,

14I/>(7« - 5) - ^IpCln - 12) - 14?/z(« - 5) + ^\p(n -12)

= -2«CT3(«)+(2m2-I-2«)(7(«)   (mod 7).

Now putting 7«+ 7 in place of« we have the desired result.

Finally, it might be of interest to note that the seven differently restricted

partition functions appearing in our discussions are connected by the identical

relation,

(38) "3/K" + 2) ~ niP(n +l) + 1Up(n ~ 3) + 1Upin ~ 5)

-14ïp(«-10)-147,/z(«-13) = >(«)•

This can be easily derived from (13) which can be put in the form

(39) 2 2 ( + *")//W = 1'
i    v=i

where 2i denotes summation over the values z'=0, 1, 2 and 5. All that we need do

now is to apply Lemma 4 and the relation (19) before equating to zero the co-

efficients of xn, n>0, on the left-hand side. If we assume this identical relation to be

given then some of the congruences shown in the theorem become derivable from

the remaining.

6. Concluding observations. This paper deals with the modulus 7 only. Con-

gruences for restricted partition functions of the same type exist for other

moduli also. For the moduli 2, 3, 5, 7, 11 and 13 we have rather simple relations.

A selection from among those congruences which hold for almost all values of «

are given below.

For almost all values of «,

(40) \%p(n) = >(«-4)   (mod 2);

(41) W«) = !>(«- 20)   (mod 2);

(42) 23>(/z) = 0   (mod 3);

(43) - 2%%p(ri) = 2i%p(n - 6) = 2\%p(n - 21)   (mod 3) ;

(44) llp(n) = lp(n-5)   (mod 5);
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(45) îî3oP(n) = 3ÎÎp(n-33)   (mod 11);

(46) 169/z(«) = 3r(« + 7)   (mod 13).

where r(ri) is Ramanujan's fonction defined at the beginning of the paper.

The treatments for the different moduli are not exactly identical, and there exist

different types of results for which special methods are to be used. It is therefore pro-

posed to publish separate papers on these moduli.

Finally, I must express my indebtedness to the referee for drawing my attention

to Gordon's theorem and also for his useful suggestions.
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